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“Template” infrastructures offer efficient floor
plans and environmentally sensitive material.
Their Alton Parkway Sand Canyon complex is a
30-acre campus that reflects the ongoing mission
of this forward thinking HMO giant. A 150-bed
hospital located just off two of the nation’s busiest
highways and in one of the fastest growing cities
in the country, The Kaiser Sand Canyon complex
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includes a three story hospital, a central plant, two
nursing towers and 147,000 square feet of medical
offices – all of which feature The RITE Door.
High Design with the Patient in Mind
The Sand Canyon Complex is called a “Template”
hospital because it incorporates the same design
elements that will be applied to other Kaiser
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hospitals in the next five years. The design is
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Kaiser Permanente leads the industry in eco-

transition from corridors, to rooms, to waiting areas.

friendly, patient focused hospitals and medical
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offices. Building some of the most innovative

RITE Door transforms this medical facility to a
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